You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for DUALIT DUALIT. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the DUALIT DUALIT in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
We recommend that the toaster is plugged into a socket that has no other appliance connected to it. Failure to do this may cause an overload, trip a circuit
breaker or blow a fuse. @@When toasting do not leave appliance unattended. @@ do not store toaster in an appliance garage or cover. @@ do not use
outdoors. Accessible surfaces of the toaster may get hot during use. Unplug from outlet when not in Â· Use and before cleaning. Allow to cool before putting
on or taking off parts. â· Do not operate the appliance with a damaged cord or plug. do not Â· Allow cable to touch hot surfaces, or to hang over edge of a
table or counter top.
â· When in use a fire may occur if the toaster is covered or touching Â· flammable material. Do not attempt to dislodge bread when the toaster is plugged in.
Inserting any cut off 3. Never use the plug without the fuse cover fitted. ensure replacement fuse is the same current value as original.
Replacement fuses are available from Dualit and should be ASTA approved to BS 1362. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged lead or plug, or after
the appliance malfunctions, or has been damaged in any manner. If the mains lead is damaged, it must be replaced by a special cordset available from Dualit
helpline: + 44 (0) 1293 652 500 Your Dualit toaster has new patented ProHeat elements. To condition the elements before toasting for the first time, preheat
Â· An empty toaster with all slots turned on for three minutes. Slight smoking may occur, this is Â· perfectly safe.
When the toaster is used there may be a slight popping crinkling sound, this is due to heat expansion of the element surface and is NOT a fault. Bread into all
slots brought into operation by the selector switch. If using brown bread slightly increase time setting. 5 to 0 position with a clicking sound, the neon light and
heating elements will switch off automatically. The timer can be rotated off at any time during the toasting process by manually rotating the timer knob to the
0 position. The toast will not pop up, but will keep warm inside the toaster. @@ to toast frozen bread , set timer to the defrost symbol. @@The Dualit toaster
can accommodate very large and thick slices. @@@@5 because the metal body will absorb some heat. @@@@@@The Combi Toasters are supplied with
Sandwich cages.
@@@@Never insert broken pieces of bread. @@Tomato and cheese or any similar combination. @@@@@@@@ not in use. We recommend the use of 1
or 2 ADJUSTABLE FOOT day old sliced bread. @@@@Unplug the toaster and allow to cool down before cleaning. uK GUARANTEE See enclosed
guarantee card for full details of the Dualit Guarantee. REPLACING ELEMENTS Servicing must only be carried out by a Dualit authorised service agent or
a competent qualified electrician. For your own protection only use original Dualit spares in your toaster. â· When replacing Pro Heat elements, only use
genuine Dualit elements (stamped "DUALIT"). The safety and the performance of the toaster cannot be guaranteed if inferior elements are used.
Remove the crumb tray and clean Keep these instructions and purchase daily. Receipt in a safe place, you will need this if your toaster requires repair
Crumbs should be carefully under the gurantee. Brushed off the elements (using only a soft brush), the toaster turned upside down and shaken out. This
guarantee does not affect the purchaser's statutory rights. Further advice on using your Dualit Vario, or other products in the Dualit range, is available from:
Dualit customer care line on +44(0)1293 652 500 Never insert a fork or other sharp instrument to remove torn pieces of bread as the heating elements may
be damaged.
@@@@@@Loosen locking nuts on retaining plate using a 6. Bend brass links and wires away from the element To re-assemble, reverse procedure ensuring
wires and parts are correctly positioned. Ensure new element is marked the same as the one removed and is seated correctly in the channels either side. .
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